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1 Introduction 

This report is the outcome of task 4.4 of the MARCO project.  This task focuses upon integrating the 

qualitative and quantitative elements of the demand analysis conducted in tasks 4.1-4.3 (all other 

WP4 deliverables) and drawing upon the results of research in WP3 and WP5 to synthesise a 

comprehensive picture of demand in terms of: 

• Known demand (tasks 4.1 and 4.2) 

• Unmet demand (tasks 4.1 and 4.3) 

• Potential to influence existing demand levels through new products and services (WP4 and 

WP3) 

• Potential to stimulate latent/new demand through better awareness of vulnerabilities and 

risks to localities and industries 

The task has involved three MARCO partners, kMatrix, DTU and LGI, who have all provided joint 

analysis of demand level data.  

DTU designed the data coordination table, which is embedded in this report and around which this 

report is based.  It is accompanied by evidenced conclusions and explanations. 

1.1 The Data Coordination Table 

1.1.1 Definition of the Climate Services Market 

The starting point for the MARCO project was the EU Roadmap, with the project focusing on those 

elements included in the red box which overlays the EU Roadmap in Figure 1.  The sub-components 

in terms of smaller boxes inside the red box have then been expanded with data provided by 

different MARCO partners. 
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Source: EU Climate Service Roadmap 

Figure 1: Climate Service Market Elements Considered by MARCO (inside the red box) 

The market is based on the roadmap in figure 1, with the MARCO climate service context defined as 

the process of exchanging information (commercial and non-commercial). This exchange centres 

around the purple box in Figure 1, with the supply side being covered by the left side of the purple 

box, and the demand side by the right side of the purple box.   

Figure 2 illustrates an overview of the sub-components within the MARCO definition of Climate 

services. 

Figure 2: Overview of Sub-elements Covered on the Supply- and Demand Side of the Climate 

Service Market in MARCO 
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With regards to Figure 2, the intention here was to cover a range of actors and providers on the 

supply side as well as on the demand side. The MARCO market assessment was designed to reflect 

all these parts of the market, as far as possible, in order to establish a comprehensive picture of the 

present and future climate service market. It is difficult to cover all the different market components 

included in Figure 2 by available data sources, partners have therefore used a combination of data 

and indicators, where appropriate, to illustrate the market, enabling a broader (but fully consistent) 

picture.  

 

1.1.2 Work Package Data Overview 

The data integration table provides an overview of the data output/input from both demand and 

supply sides in the MARCO Project. 

An early snapshot of the data integration table is provided in Table 1, offering a basic view of the 

segmentation of the table.  Columns have since been added during the development of the table to 

incorporate as much detail as is practical and the final configuration is discussed in section 1.1.3 

Final Layout of the Data Coordination Table, below. 

Table 1: Early Snapshot of the Data Integration Table 

 

• Grey cells are the different Economic Sectors segregated by NACE Code 

• Green cells are indicators of economic activity within the NACE Code 

• Red cells are the climate change/event impact on the NACE Code 

• Blue cells are the climate services relevant to the NACE Code 

 

Figure 3 illustrates how the different work packages feed into the table. 
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Figure 3: How data from Different WPs Feeds into the Data Integration Table 

The overlaid boxes refer to different WPs as follows: 

  

WP3         WP4       WP5         WP6  

 

The green square representing WP5 only covers the NACE sectors which are addressed by the Case 

Studies, conversely the blue square representing the transactional analysis covers most NACE Codes.  

The exception being Real Estate, which is a Case Study, but not an industry within the MARCO 

taxonomy at this time (although some Real Estate activities are present, spread throughout the 

taxonomy, as discussed in section 5). 

The table provides an overview of where overlaps occur and how the data is integrated within the 

project and is an easy to use tool for quick data reference. 

This provides an overview of where there are overlaps between the different WPs, e.g. sectors that 

are both analyzed by a case study, from the supplier side, from the transactional analysis and the 

vulnerability analysis. This also enables us to see which sectors/industries are not covered very well 

by different WP and begin the discussion around future work within the observatory. 

The Quantitative Data in the table is from the financial year 2016/17, which is found in D2.2 Interim 

definition, taxonomy and report (Howard & Howard, 2018a) and D4.4 Overall research onto 

redefining and measuring CS demand (Howard & Howard, 2018b). 

1.1.3 Final Layout of the Data Coordination Table 

The table was extended as part of the process of populating the table, in order to incorporate the 

majority of the information produced through the MARCO project.   

In essence, the table has remained true to the original plan, as shown in Table 2 with the three main 

segregations of the data in place: 

      

WP5

      

  WP6
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• Economic sector activity (green section) 

• Climate change impact (red section) 

• Climate services (blue section 

Table 2: Overview of the Final Data Coordination Table 

 

The grey columns still segment the information in the table by NACE code.  The addition of the 

yellow columns on the left further segment the data by Case Study, The MARCO Industry (whole 

industry or relevant segment of the industry) which maps to the NACE code and the Markets within 

the Industries which map to the NACE code.  This is outlined in Table 3. 

  

MARCO WP5 case studies MARCO Sector MARCO Market
Climate vulnerable 

activities/cases 

Drivers of the future 

scale/value of activity [i]

Climate 

variable(s)

Climate hazard 

type(s)

Climate hazard 

damage

Activities not covered 

by climate services

Type of climate services 

related to not covered 

activities

Drivers of climate service 

market

Economic / physical 

value

Qualitative Data

CS by NACE      

Quantitative 

Data

CS by Industry 

Quantitative 

Data

CS by Market 

Quantitative 

Data

NACE 

Quantit

ative 

Data

Industry 

Quantitat

ive Data

Market 

Quantita

tive Data

Arable

Live Stock

Forestry Corporates

Forestry Planning

Timber Processing

Geological Stability and 

Change for Operations

Mines and Quarries

Oil & Gas Exploration

Manufacturing 
Aerospace and Aeronautical 

(Batch Production)

Biotech Batch Production

Pharmaceuticals
Locational and Operational 

Management

Processing Industry Not 

Elsewhere Classified

Location Planning for Large 

Establishments

DATA COORDINATION IN MARCO PROJECT
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT CLIMATE SERVICES

Activities covered by CS

/Value of transactions

Depends on event 

considered
Service

Economic /Physical 

activity

Service 

(Industry-Level %) 

Quantitative Data

Economic  / 

physical activity  

Qualitative Data

Value EURO M 2016/17

Task 5.3: Mining
B.     Mining and 

quarrying

C.     Manufacturing

MARCO PROJECT

Market Name

Agriculture

Indicators of activity

Economic / physical value

Physical 

parameter

Physical 

parameter

Economic damage / 

physical loss 

indicators

Case study name
Industry (Whole Industry or 

Constituents of NACE)

Economic / physical 

activity

Qualitative Data

(depends on the 

sector)

ECONOMIC SECTOR ACTIVITY

Type of climate service used

Service 

Qualitative 

Data

Exploration, Mines & Quarries 

Forestry & Timber

Task 5.8: Agriculture and forestry
A.     Agriculture, 

forestry and fishing 

Task 2.1 Task 2.2 - 2.3

Task 3.1 - 3.3

Task 4.2 Task 4.3 - 4.4Task 4.1

Task 6.2 - 6.4

Task 6.1
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Table 3: The Yellow Columns Headers in More Detail 

 

The green columns indicate the Economic Activity, split between Climate Vulnerable activities/cases, 

Indicators of activity and Driver of the future scale/value of the activity.  These are further split into 

6 columns, the first 2 providing qualitative data on Economic/physical activities.  The following 3 

columns are quantitative data proving the number of transactions, companies and employees at 

three levels of taxonomy – NACE, Industry and Market.  It is important to look at the Climate 

Services sector at the Market level to gain a true picture of the intricacies of the sector (as explained 

in detail when looking at the short-term forecasting in D6.4 Outlook 2020: short term forecast 

reports (Howard & Howard 2018c).  The 6th column provides drivers of the market and the 

qualitative information within the column are dependent on the sector (NACE Code).  An example is 

shown in Table 4. 

 

MARCO WP5 case studies MARCO Sector MARCO Market

Arable

Live Stock

Forestry Corporates

Forestry Planning

Timber Processing

Geological Stability and 

Change for Operations

Mines and Quarries

Oil & Gas Exploration

Task 5.3: Mining
B.     Mining and 

quarrying

MARCO PROJECT

Market Name

Agriculture

Case study name

Industry (Whole Industry or 

Constituents Mapped to 

NACE)

Exploration, Mines & Quarries 

Forestry & Timber

Task 5.8: Agriculture and 

forestry
A.     Agriculture, 

forestry and fishing 
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Table 4: The Green Columns Headers in More Detail 

 

The red columns provide climate change impact qualitative data, focussed on the climate variables, 

climate hazard types and the economic damage/physical loss indicators of climate hazard damage.  

An example is shown in table 5. 

  

MARCO Market
Climate vulnerable 

activities/cases 

Drivers of the future 

scale/value of activity [i]

Economic / physical 

value

Qualitative Data

CS by NACE      

Quantitative Data

CS by Industry 

Quantitative Data

CS by Market 

Quantitative Data

Arable

# Transactions: 41,610

# Companies: 67

# Employees: 2,251

Live Stock

# Transactions: 7,117

# Companies: 13

# Employees: 416

Forestry Corporates

# Transactions: 35,719

# Companies: 51

# Employees: 1,753

Forestry Planning

# Transactions: 3,369

# Companies: 6

# Employees: 212

Timber Processing

# Transactions: 7,616

# Companies: 12

# Employees: 395

Market Name

Cultivation

Irrigation 

Contribution to GDP

Employees (no.)

Enterprises (no.)

Land use

Kilos/ tonnes of 

food produced

Contribution to GDP

Employees (no.)

Enterprises (no.)

forested areas

Food demand

Population growth

Regulation 

Indicators of activity

Economic / physical value

Economic / physical 

activity

Qualitative Data

(depends on the 

sector)

ECONOMIC SECTOR ACTIVITY

# Transactions: 

48,730        

# Companies: 80

# Employees: 2,667

# Transactions: 

46,704        

# Companies: 69

# Employees: 2,361

# Transactions: 95,431        

# Companies: 149

# Employees: 5,028

Task 4.1

Task 6.1
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Table 5: The Red Columns Headers in More Detail 

 

 

The blue columns are looking specifically at Climate Services and involve a mixture of qualitative and 

quantitative data.  The first section describes activities covered by Climate Services and the value of 

transactions.  The first three sub-sections are qualitative data proving Sales values (€m), imports 

(€m) and exports (€m) and the market growth forecast for the financial year 2016/17.  D6.4 (Howard 

& Howard, 2018c) found that when the market was measured for the financial year 2017/18, the 

growth rates forecast in 2016/17 had a 92-99% accuracy rate (the growth rates being a mean of 

those used within the CS sector itself).  The first section concludes with qualitative information 

concerning the economic/physical activity. 

The following section of the table explores the type of climate services used and is split between a 

qualitative section and a quantitative section providing the forecast services identified in the MARCO 

project taxonomy and the percentage split each industry displays.  The percentage split of services 

can vary significantly between industries found in the same NACE Code, an example of which is 

illustrated in table 6 of Agriculture and Forestry & Timber in the Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing 

Climate 

variable(s)

Climate hazard 

type(s)

Climate hazard 

damage

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT

Physical 

parameter

Physical 

parameter

Economic damage / 

physical loss 

indicators

Crops decline and 

losses 

Decline in forest 

area

Precipitation

Temperature

Solar radiation 

and cloud 

cover

Droughts

Spring frosts

Hail storms

Precipitation

Temperature

Solar radiation

Wildfire, 

droughts

4.1

6.1
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NACE Code.  Climate Advisory in Agriculture is 22%, whereas this jumps to 40% for Forestry and 

Timber. 

The following three sections of the table are qualitative data and provide information regarding the 

activities not covered by climate services, the type of climate services related to those activities not 

covered and drivers of the climate services market.  

An example of the blue section is illustrated in table 6. 

Table 6: The Blue Columns Headers in More Detail 

 

 

  

Activities not covered 

by climate services

Type of climate services 

related to not covered 

activities

Drivers of climate service 

market

NACE 

Quantitative Data

Industry 

Quantitative 

Data

Market 

Quantitative Data

Sales: 293.3

Imports:  82.4

Exports: 71.32

Growth: 10.8%

Sales: 53.5

Imports: 15.7

Exports: 12.9

Growth: 8.0%

Sales: 226.8

Imports: 66.1

Exports:  59.3

Growth: 7.9%

Sales: 27.6

Imports: 8.2

Exports:  6.9 

Growth: 10.3%

Sales: 50.7

Imports: 15.1

Exports: 12.3

Growth: 8.1%

Type of climate service used

Service 

Qualitative 

Data

Weekly and 

seasonal 

weather 

forecast 

Climate variability 

Water scarcity 

Sales: 652.0

Imports: 187.5

Exports: 162.6 

Growth: 9.8%

Sales: 305.1

Imports: 89.4

Exports: 78.4

Growth: 9.6%

Forestry corporates

Timber processing

Climate Advisory 

(40%)

Data Management 

(9%)

Measurement (6%)

Modelling (11%) 

Operation (8%) 

Other consulting (8%)

Processing, Re-

analysis & 

interpretations (12%)

Publication (5%)

Adaptation solutions: 

adapted heirloom 

rootstocks/ species

Applied business-

oriented services 

(advisory and decision 

support tools)  

Cultivation

Irrigation

Harvest

Forward crop 

planning

Irrigation & 

drainage planning

Investment planning 

Climate Advisory 

(22%)

Data Management 

(5%)

Measurement (8%)

Modelling ( 9%) 

Operation (9%) 

Other consulting 

(28%)

Processing, Re-

analysis & 

interpretations (13%) 

Publication (5%)

Soil preparation

Fertilization

Storage

Sales

Sales: 346.9

Imports: 98.1

Exports: 84.2 

Growth: 10.1%

CLIMATE SERVICES

Activities covered by CS

/Value of transactions

Depends on event 

considered
Service

Economic /Physical 

activity

Service 

(Industry-Level %) 

Quantitative Data

Economic  / physical 

activity  

Qualitative Data

Value EURO M 2016/17 for EU28 Market

Task 2.1 Task 2.2 - 2.3

Task 3.1 - 3.3

Task 4.2 Task 4.3 - 4.4

Task 6.2 - 6.4
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1.2 Data Stream Overview 

 

The data within the Data Coordination Table comes from a wide range of deliverables.  At the most 

simplistic scale, the data is either qualitative or quantitative.   

The qualitative data comes from WPs 3, 4, 5 and 6 and has been heavily condensed, with the key 

findings presented in order to provide as complete an overview of the Climate Services sector as 

possible, within the confines of an easily read table.   Key findings and conclusions are presented in 

sections 2, 3 and 4 of this report. 

The quantitative data within the table are key excerpts from the transactional analysis in D2.2, 

Interim definition, taxonomy and report (Howard & Howard, 2018a).  D2.2 draws data from many 

deliverables in WP4, to provide an updated definition, taxonomy and report which encompasses the 

extension of the original taxonomy, found in D2.1 (Howard & Poessinouw, 2016) the Initial 

definition, taxonomy and report.  The original taxonomy in D2.1 was a taxonomy held by kMatrix, 

which had mapped the Climate Services sector to some extent, alongside Weather Services in 

2010/11 for the UK Government.  The original taxonomy was updated to the financial year 2015/16 

and used as a base from which to further develop and expand the mapping of the present Climate 

Services sector to produce the MARCO taxonomy.  The development of the new taxonomy, 

subsequent mapping to NACE Codes and NUTS 2 regions, introduction of import/export data and 

provision of other metrics such as benchmarks of innovation etc are all part of WP4.  Most of that 

data has not been included in the Data Coordination Table for two reasons; the first being a desire 

not to flood the table with data, especially as all of the quantitative deliverables within the MARCO 

project are already extremely data heavy; the second reason being that they would not necessarily 

aid in the purpose of the table, which is to provided an easy to navigate map of the Climate Services 

sector.  The ambitious and complex nature of the project, including extensive updating of the 

definition and taxonomy for the Climate Services sector (which took longer than anticipated to 

achieve), which took place alongside the development of other deliverables, resulted in partners 

within the project using different taxonomies for different deliverables within the project.  With a 

large, complicated project with partners having set timeframes to work with, this is entirely 

understandable.  The result is that some deliverables have used 2015/16 “original” data before the 

taxonomy was extended.  Some have used 2016/17 data, depending on the timeframe of their 

deliverable.  Although this inevitably leads to some inconsistency in the data used between 

deliverables, the year of reporting which is cited in each deliverable should reduce confusion.  Future 

work with the observatory would involve the taxonomy being updated (if required), ratified, checked 

and thoroughly tested before it was released to partners for further analysis (as is the usual custom).  

Future updates and any further extension or re-shuffling of the taxonomy would not be as 

complicated as it would involve subtle alterations to the taxonomy as opposed to the major 

extension and re-shuffle performed during the MARCO project.  In order to provide consistency in 
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reporting with the Data Coordination Table, the figures presented here are therefore taken from a 

common source, the 2016/17 data from D2.2 (Howard & Howard, 2018a). 

1.3 The Data Coordination Table (Embedded) 

 

The link below provides access to the full Data Coordination Table. The table is in excel format and can 

adjusted by scale in the usual way for readability. To open the table, just double-click the pushpin icon 

below: 

 

 

Table 7: The Data Coordination Table 

 

 


Table 1

						DATA COORDINATION IN MARCO PROJECT

								MARCO PROJECT						ECONOMIC SECTOR ACTIVITY														CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT								CLIMATE SERVICES

								MARCO WP5 case studies		MARCO Sector 		MARCO Market		Climate vulnerable activities/cases 

Lisa Bay: Examples of activities within an economic sector, which are vulnerable to climate change. This can both be measured as economic activity or physical activity (e.g. farms and land area).

Examples below are broad categories. Can be made more detailed (e.g. wheat production in Southern Denmark instead of crop farming).
		Indicators of activity

Lisa Bay: Physical or economic indicators of the climate vulnerable activity, e.g. population above 65 years old can indicate how vulnerable activities in the health sector are.
								Drivers of the future scale/value of activity [i]

Lisa Bay: Main drivers influencing the (future) activity in the sector.
				Climate variable(s)		Climate hazard type(s)

Lisa Bay: Extreme weather or climate events affecting the sector activity.		Climate hazard damage

Lisa Bay: Consequences of the weather or climate events.		

Lisa Bay: Examples of activities within an economic sector, which are vulnerable to climate change. This can both be measured as economic activity or physical activity (e.g. farms and land area).

Examples below are broad categories. Can be made more detailed (e.g. wheat production in Southern Denmark instead of crop farming).
		

Lisa Bay: Physical or economic indicators of the climate vulnerable activity, e.g. population above 65 years old can indicate how vulnerable activities in the health sector are.
																				Activities covered by CS
/Value of transactions								Type of climate service used				Activities not covered by climate services

Lisa Bay: Current or potential demand not met by supply		Type of climate services related to not covered activities

Lisa Bay: Current or potential demand not met by supply		

Lisa Bay: Main drivers influencing the (future) activity in the sector.
																												Drivers of climate service market



								Case study name		Industry (Whole Industry or Constituents Mapped to NACE)		Market Name		Economic / physical activity
Qualitative Data		Economic / physical value								(depends on the sector)				Physical parameter		Physical parameter		Economic damage / physical loss indicators				Value EURO M 2016/17 for EU28 Market						Economic  / physical activity  
Qualitative Data		Service 
Qualitative Data		Service 
(Industry-Level %) 
Quantitative Data		Economic /Physical activity		Service		Depends on event considered

																Economic / physical value
Qualitative Data		CS by NACE      
Quantitative Data		CS by Industry 
Quantitative Data		CS by Market 
Quantitative Data														NACE 
Quantitative Data		Industry 
Quantitative Data		Market 
Quantitative Data

				ECONOMIC SECTORS  - NACE CODES		A.     Agriculture, forestry and fishing 		Task 5.8: Agriculture and forestry		Agriculture		Arable		Cultivation
Irrigation 		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Land use
Kilos/ tonnes of food produced		# Transactions: 95,431        
# Companies: 149
# Employees: 5,028		# Transactions: 48,730        
# Companies: 80
# Employees: 2,667		# Transactions: 41,610
# Companies: 67
# Employees: 2,251		Food demand
Population growth
				Precipitation
Temperature
Solar radiation and cloud cover		Droughts
Spring frosts
Hail storms		Crops decline and losses 				Sales: 652.0
Imports: 187.5
Exports: 162.6 
Growth: 9.8%		Sales: 346.9
Imports: 98.1
Exports: 84.2 
Growth: 10.1%		Sales: 293.3
Imports:  82.4
Exports: 71.32
Growth: 10.8%		Cultivation
Irrigation
Harvest
Forward crop planning
Irrigation & drainage planning
Investment planning 		Weekly and seasonal weather forecast 		Climate Advisory (22%)
Data Management (5%)
Measurement (8%)
Modelling ( 9%) 
Operation (9%) 
Other consulting (28%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (13%) 
Publication (5%)		Soil preparation
Fertilization
Storage
Sales		Adaptation solutions: adapted heirloom rootstocks/ species
Applied business-oriented services (advisory and decision support tools)  		Climate variability 
Water scarcity 

												Live Stock										# Transactions: 7,117
# Companies: 13
# Employees: 416																		Sales: 53.5
Imports: 15.7
Exports: 12.9
Growth: 8.0%

										Forestry & Timber		Forestry Corporates				Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
forested areas				# Transactions: 46,704        
# Companies: 69
# Employees: 2,361		# Transactions: 35,719
# Companies: 51
# Employees: 1,753		Regulation 				Precipitation
Temperature
Solar radiation		Wildfire, droughts		Decline in forest area						Sales: 305.1
Imports: 89.4
Exports: 78.4
Growth: 9.6%		Sales: 226.8
Imports: 66.1
Exports:  59.3
Growth: 7.9%		Forestry corporates
Timber processing				Climate Advisory (40%)
Data Management (9%)
Measurement (6%)
Modelling (11%) 
Operation (8%) 
Other consulting (8%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (12%)
Publication (5%)

												Forestry Planning										# Transactions: 3,369
# Companies: 6
# Employees: 212																		Sales: 27.6
Imports: 8.2
Exports:  6.9 
Growth: 10.3%

												Timber Processing										# Transactions: 7,616
# Companies: 12
# Employees: 395																		Sales: 50.7
Imports: 15.1
Exports: 12.3
Growth: 8.1%



						B.     Mining and quarrying		Task 5.3: Mining		Exploration, Mines & Quarries 		Geological Stability and Change for Operations		Exploration 		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Production in tonnes 		# Transactions:  69,664
# Companies: 103
# Employees: 3,457		# Transactions:  69,664
# Companies: 103
# Employees: 3,457		# Transactions: 2,761
# Companies: 5
# Employees: 175		Demand for products 				Extreme and unpredictable precipitation; temperature
		Flooding, drought		Spillage of tailing ponds (environmental damage); loss of workforce; loss of social license to operate; downtime (temporary closure); increased operational expenses (e.g. pit cooling); 
				Sales: 452.8
Imports:135.8
Exports: 105.0
Growth: 8.9%		Sales: 452.8
Imports:135.8
Exports: 105.0
Growth: 8.9%		Sales: 22.8
Imports: 6.8
Exports: 5.8
Growth: 10.9		Project planning and siting.
Daily operations.  
Project closure and after-care of sites. 
Risk transfer.		Precipitation forecasts

Insurance 

Climate scenarios 

Climate model outputs		Climate Advisory (26%)
Data Management (7%)
Measurement (7%)
Modelling (11%) 
Operation (7%) 
Other consulting (26%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (11%)
Publication (5%)		Transportation of mining goods and routes to market (off-site / value chain climate risk assessment)

Daily operations are covered, but are less covered by CS offerings than planning and closure activities 		Consultancy

Accurate short term and seasonal forecasts for precipitation		Regulatory requirements for planning and permitting (EIAs and closure planning); climate risk disclosure frameworks by lenders and insurers; infringement of regulations (e.g. river contamination); post-closure liabilities

												Mines and Quarries		Transportation 								# Transactions: 20,509
# Companies: 32
# Employees: 1,083		Prices																Sales: 143.0
Imports: 42.0
Exports: 33.6
Growth: 8.0%

												Oil & Gas Exploration		Extraction		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Production value (€)						# Transactions: 46,394
# Companies: 66
# Employees: 2,199		Costs (e.g. key inputs such as energy and water as well as logistics)																Sales: 287.0
Imports: 87.0
Exports: 65.7
Growth: 7.8%



						C.     Manufacturing				Manufacturing 		Aerospace and Aeronautical (Batch Production)		Industrial productive capacity  
Access to raw material   
Number of employees (No.)  
Production value (l)
Productivity 
		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
		# Transactions: 132,407
# Companies: 135
# Employees: 4,505		# Transactions: 39,192
# Companies: 50
# Employees: 1,645		# Transactions: 2,099
# Companies: 13
# Employees: 450		Demand 								Raw materials scarcity 				Sales: 586.2
Imports: 174.3
Exports: 146.8
Growth: 8.7%		Sales: 214.6
Imports: 64.9
Exports: 53.8
Growth: 8.1		Sales: 10.5
Imports: 3.2
Exports: 2.7
Growth: 7.9%		 				Climate Advisory Services (23%)
Data Management (5%)
Measurement  (13%)
Modelling ( 8%) 
Operation (13%) 
Other consulting (21%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (14%)
Publication (4%)

												Aerospace and Aeronautical (Manufacturing Assembly)										# Transactions: 1,134
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 47																		Sales: 6.1
Imports: 1.9
Exports: 1.4
Growth: 7.9%

												Aerospace and Aeronautical (Project Oriented Production)										# Transactions: 2,521
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 94																		Sales: 12.3
Imports: 3.5
Exports: 3.2
Growth: 7.9%

												Alloy Making Corporates										# Transactions: 1,208
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 51																		Sales: 6.8
Imports: 2.0
Exports: 1.7
Growth: 7.9

												Automotive (Batch Production)										# Transactions: 1,454
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 60																		Sales: 7.8
Imports: 2.3
Exports: 2.0
Growth: 8.0%

												Automotive (Manufacturing Assembly)										# Transactions: 1,322
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 58																		Sales: 7.5
Imports: 2.2
Exports: 1.9
Growth: 8.0%

												Automotive (Project Oriented Production)										# Transactions: 1,568
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 66																		Sales: 8.6
Imports: 2.6
Exports: 2.1
Growth: 7.9%

												Batch Production										# Transactions: 428
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 22																		Sales: 2.8
Imports: 0.9
Exports: 0.7
Growth: 8.1%

												Chemicals and Allied Production (In-Line Process Manufacture)										# Transactions: 1,286
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 53																		Sales: 6.9
Imports: 2.0
Exports: 1.8
Growth: 7.9%

												Chemicals and Allied Products (Batch Production)										# Transactions: 1,561
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 68																		Sales: 8.8
Imports: 2.7
Exports: 2.2
Growth: 8.0%

												Chemicals and Allied Products (Manufacturing Assembly)										# Transactions: 934
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 42																		Sales: 5.5
Imports:1.7
Exports: 1.4
Growth: 8.1%

												Electronics (Batch Production)										# Transactions: 927
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 37																		Sales: 4.8
Imports: 1.5
Exports: 1.2
Growth: 8.0%

												Electronics (Manufacturing Assembly)										# Transactions: 1,085
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 47																		Sales: 6.1
Imports: 1.8
Exports: 1.5
Growth: 8.1%

												Electronics (Project Oriented Production)										# Transactions: 389
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 20																		Sales: 2.6
Imports: 0.8
Exports: 0.6
Growth: 7.9%

												Engineering Project Management										# Transactions: 1,272
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 52																		Sales: 6.8
Imports: 2.1
Exports: 1.8
Growth: 7.9%

												High End Engineering (Batch Production)										# Transactions: 1,836
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 70																		Sales: 9.1
Imports: 2.8
Exports: 2.2
Growth: 8.0%

												High End Engineering (Manufacturing Assembly)										# Transactions: 1,773
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 75																		Sales: 9.8
Imports: 3.0
Exports: 2.4
Growth: 8.0%

												High End Engineering (Project Oriented Production)										# Transactions: 568
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 24																		Sales: 3.1
Imports: 1.0
Exports: 0.8
Growth: 7.9%

												In-Line Process Manufacture .										# Transactions: 1,348
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 51																		Sales: 6.7
Imports: 2.0
Exports: 1.7
Growth: 8.0

												Locational and Operational Management										# Transactions: 2,750
# Companies: 5
# Employees: 170																		Sales: 22.3
Imports: 6.6
Exports: 5.6
Growth: 10.7

												Manufacturing Assembly .										# Transactions: 2,082
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 81																		Sales: 10.6
Imports: 3.2
Exports: 2.7
Growth: 8.0%

												Metals Casting Corporates										# Transactions: 451
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 21																		Sales: 2.7
Imports: 0.9
Exports: 0.7
Growth: 7.8%

												Petrochemical										# Transactions: 2,641
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 98																		Sales: 12.8
Imports: 4.0
Exports: 3.3
Growth: 7.8%

												Plastics Fee Stock Making Corporates										# Transactions: 1,408
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 55																		Sales: 7.4
Imports: 2.4
Exports: 1.7
Growth: 8.0%

												Project Orientated Production .										# Transactions: 1,379
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 55																		Sales: 7.3
Imports: 2.3
Exports: 1.8
Growth: 8.1%

												Ship Building										# Transactions: 2,019
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 80																		Sales: 10.4
Imports: 3.1
Exports: 2.5
Growth: 7.9%

												Steel Making Corporates										# Transactions: 1,776
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 65																		Sales: 8.5
Imports: 2.6
Exports: 2.1
Growth: 8.0%

										Biotech		Batch Production		Industrial productive capacity  
Access to raw material   
Number of employees (No.)  
Production value (l)
Productivity 

CO2 emissions: By the year 2030, biotechnology processes and products have the potential to reduce CO2 emissions yearly from 1.0-2.5 billion tons

Innovation 
Patents
New technologies 		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
				# Transactions: 33,568
# Companies: 31
# Employees: 1,054		# Transactions: 6,588
# Companies: 6
# Employees: 201																Sales: 136.5
Imports: 39.0
Exports: 33.5
Growth: 8.7%		Sales: 26.2
Imports: 7.3
Exports: 6.8
Growth: 8.0						Climate Advisory (32%)
Data Management (4%)
Measurement (12%)
Modelling (7%) 
Operation (10%) 
Other consulting (19%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (11%)
Publication (4%)

												In-Line Process Manufacture .										# Transactions: 10,846
# Companies: 9
# Employees: 308																		Sales: 40.6
Imports: 12.1
Exports: 9.5
Growth: 8.0%

												Manufacturing Assembly .										# Transactions: 2,284
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 74																		Sales: 9.7
Imports: 2.7
Exports: 2.3
Growth: 8.0%

												Multi Process										# Transactions: 355
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 22																		Sales: 2.8
Imports: 0.8
Exports: 0.7
Growth: 11.6%

												Project Orientated Production .										# Transactions: 13,496
# Companies: 13
# Employees: 450																		Sales: 57.1
Imports: 16.2
Exports: 14.2
Growth: 8.0%

										Pharmaceuticals		Locational and Operational Management		industrial productive capacity
Access to raw material

Regulation
Demand 		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
				# Transactions: 39,192
# Companies: 50
# Employees: 1,645		# Transactions: 1,894
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 116																Sales: 205.3
Imports: 61.4
Exports: 52.1
Growth: 8.7%		Sales: 15.2
Imports: 4.5
Exports: 3.8
Growth: 11.5%						Climate Advisory (23%)
Data Management (6%)
Measurement (7%)
Modelling (12%) 
Operation (5%) 
Other consulting (31%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (12%)
Publication (4%)

												Pharmaceuticals (Batch Production)										# Transactions: 6,758
# Companies: 6
# Employees: 184																		Sales: 23.9
Imports: 6.9
Exports: 6.0
Growth: 8.1%

												Pharmaceuticals (In-Line Process Manufacture)										# Transactions: 21,257
# Companies: 15
# Employees: 570																		Sales: 74.4
Imports: 22.3
Exports: 18.5
Growth: 8.0%

												Pharmaceuticals (Manufacturing Assembly)										# Transactions: 18,329
# Companies: 15
# Employees: 490																		Sales: 63.3
Imports: 19.1
Exports: 16.6
Growth: 8.0%

												Pharmaceuticals (Project Oriented Production)										# Transactions: 7.953
# Companies: 6
# Employees: 218																		Sales: 28.6
Imports: 8.7
Exports: 7.2
Growth: 8.0%

										Processing Industry Not Elsewhere Classified		Location Planning for Large Establishments								# Transactions: 3,454
# Companies: 7
# Employees: 229		# Transactions: 3,454
# Companies: 7
# Employees: 229																Sales: 29.8
Imports: 9.0
Exports: 7.4
Growth: 11.0%		Sales: 29.8
Imports: 9.0
Exports: 7.4
Growth: 11.0%						Climate Advisory (12%)
Data Management (11%)
Measurement (5%)
Modelling (11%) 
Operation (19%) 
Other consulting (24%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (12%)
Publication (5%)



								Task 5.2: Real estate/construction: early planning and design phases and policy development in Copenhagen.		N/A		N/A		Supply chain management, provision of raw materials, 		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Real estate prices. 
Construction costs. 
Produced square meter / products. 		N/A		N/A		N/A		Economic growth. 
Urbanisation. 
Interest rates. 
Value of alternative investments.
Public investments.								Lack of supply of raw materials. Products not compatible with changing climate.				N/A		N/A		N/A						N/A



						D. Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning		Task 5.5: Renewable energy : hydropower and electricity balancing in the Nordic countries                                                              		Renewable Energy 		Geothermal		Hydropower (+ solar and wind energy) generation

Transmission system operations

Electricity trading		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Water inflow
Electricity generation
No. of production units
 		# Transactions: 167,198
# Companies: 184
# Employees: 6,005		# Transactions: 133,057
# Companies: 148
# Employees: 4,854		# Transactions: 21,481
# Companies: 23
# Employees: 761		Water Inflow
Electricity demand
Economic growth
Investment in renewable energy sector				Precipitation
Temperature
Solar radiation and cloud cover
Wind speed and direction 		Changes in seasonal/annual precipitation and temperature		Seasonal change in inflow- large differences btw expected production/demand and actual production capacity/demand
Physical damages to dams
Physical damages to grid system				Sales: 788.1
Imports: 236.4
Exports: 197.0
Growth: 9.0%		Sales: 638.9
Imports: 193.2
Exports: 160.1
Growth: 8.7%		Sales: 99.6
Imports: 28.7
Exports: 25.1
Growth: 8.0%		Daily consumer demand and production capacity (water inflow and reservoir).
Seasonal variation (more/less rain).
		Daily hourly forecasts of consumer demand and production capacity (water inflow and reservoir)
Mostly indicative seasonal forecasts on precipitation and temperature
		Climate Advisory (16%)
Data Management (7%)
Measurement (6%)
Modelling (10%) 
Operation (3%) 
Other consulting (31%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (14%)
Publication (13%)		Seasonal and decadal variation (quantitative), future peak level timing, etc.
Adapting grid infrastructure, production capacity.
Improved balancing of production and demand.		More precise/detailed seasonal-decadal hydrological models e.g.:
-forecasted daily distribution of precipitation for the coming months
-type of precipitation during wintertime (rain or snow) together with its distribution  		Climate variability
Electricity prices
Electricity demand
National/EU policies and requirements

												Photovoltaic and Solar										# Transactions: 19,846
# Companies: 22
# Employees: 733																		Sales: 95.9
Imports: 28.8
Exports: 23.8
Growth: 8.1%

												Power Distribution Planning										# Transactions: 4,591
# Companies: 9
# Employees: 294																		Sales: 38.5
Imports: 11.6
Exports: 9.9
Growth: 10.8%

												Wind										# Transactions: 87,140
# Companies: 94
# Employees: 3,066																		Sales: 404.9
Imports: 124.2
Exports: 101.3
Growth: 8.0%

										Utilities		Distribution Stability and Risk Mitigation		Climate change could impact Utilities’ equipment operations and costs, reduce the reliability of energy networks, increase chances of power outages from temperature changes, and “lead to greater fluctuations in consumer demand for energy"		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
				# Transactions: 34,141
# Companies: 36
# Employees: 1,151		# Transactions: 3,546
# Companies: 7
# Employees: 225						Temperature
Wind speed
Stream flow
Precipitation		Floods
Droughts
		Damage of infrastructure
 						Sales: 149.2
Imports: 43.1
Exports: 36.9
Growth: 9.6%		Sales: 29.2
Imports: 8.8
Exports: 7.4
Growth: 11.1%				Short-term and seasonal forecasts
Seasonal-to-decadal forecasts		Climate Advisory (23%)
Data Management (8%)
Measurement (7%)
Modelling (15%) 
Operation (12%) 
Other consulting (18%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (12%)
Publication (5%)

												Energy Supply (Gas and Electricity)										# Transactions: 30,595
# Companies: 29
# Employees: 926																		Sales: 119.9
Imports: 34.3
Exports: 29.4
Growth: 8.1%

								 Task 5.7: Critical energy infrastructure in Germany						Planning of power plants
Production of power plants
Generation of power
Transmission of power
Trading of power
Distribution of power		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Cooling water for thermal power plants
Location of power and generating plants
Demand for cooling energy
Demand for heating energy
Transmission and distribution lines
		N/A		N/A		N/A		Electricity demand  
Economic growth
Temperatures of rivers for cooling of thermal power plants
Investment in renewable energy sector
Electricity prices				Temperature
Precipitation
Wind
Solar radiation and cloud cover
		Changes in annual/seasonal/decadal temperature, precipitation, wind
Extreme events (strong wind,
river flood, storm surge)
Rising sea level		Damage to power & generating plants
Damage to transmission and distribution lines
Increasing electricity demand for cooling energy --> the corresponding higher peak loads may require additional generation capacity
Reduction in the number of heating days & a decrease in heating energy demand				N/A		N/A		N/A		Daily and seasonal variation (more/less rain, wind)
Daily consumer demand and production capacity 
		Daily (partly seasonal) forecasts on precipitation, temperature and wind 
Daily forecasts of consumer demand and production capacity 

		N/A		Seasonal and especially decadal variation (quantitative), future peak level timing, etc.
Adapting grid infrastructure, production capacity.
Improved balancing of production and demand.		More precise/detailed seasonal-decadal hydrological models e.g.:
-forecasted daily distribution of precipitation for the coming months
-type of precipitation during wintertime (rain or snow) together with its distribution (in case of snow: snow load, amount of snow)
-more reliable information on wind speed		Climate variability
Electricity prices
Electricity demand
National/EU policies and requirements
Developments in decadal climate predictions



						E. Water supply, sewerage, waste		Task 5.6: Water and sanitation in Catalonia		Utilities		Waste Management		Water collection, treatment and supply		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Proportion of total water resources used, amount of water treated, water intensity by economic activity, among others. 		# Transactions: 65,602
# Companies: 59
# Employees: 1,950		# Transactions: 65,602
# Companies: 59
# Employees: 1,950		# Transactions: 7,165
# Companies: 6
# Employees: 205		Water demand, water availability, economic growth, water conservation and water efficiency. 				Amount of water available, annual ground water recharge, change in surface water discharge, temperature rise and  increased precipitations.  		Evaporation, extreme weather events- droughts and floods and reduction of water quality. 		Reduction of water availability, water contamination, disruption of water ecosystems and disruption of hydrologic systems.  				Sales: 253.3
Imports: 77.8
Exports: 64.5
Growth: 8.0%		Sales: 253.3
Imports: 77.8
Exports: 64.5
Growth: 8.0%		Sales: 26.6
Imports: 8.1
Exports: 6.4
Growth: 7.9%		Resources management, management of supply and demand, analysis of water resources trends and developments, pre-feasibility studies and infrastructure planning and maintenance. 		Climate and rainfall forecast, risk assessment, scenarios, models and infrastructure resilience estimation.		Climate Advisory (25%)
Data Management (6%)
Measurement (7%)
Modelling (17%) 
Operation (13%) 
Other consulting (14%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (13%)
Publication (5%)		Water pricing, education and training.  		All climate services that are already being used. 		Changes on the regulation, water prices, public administration leadership, public awareness, and technological and scientific development for creating and processing climate data. 

												Water Supply										# Transactions: 58,438
# Companies: 53
# Employees: 1,745																		Sales: 226.7
Imports: 69.6
Exports: 58.1
Growth: 8.1%



						F. Construction		Task 5.2: Real estate/construction: early planning and design phases and policy development in Copenhagen.

Task 5.9: Urban infrastructure in the city of Munich.		Built Environment		Civil Engineering		Task 5.2: Construction of buildings, planning of building projects, renovation of existing buildings, supply chain management and disruption of business operations, health and safety issues for workers and building occupants 

Task 5.9: Construction and planning of buildings, renovation of existing buildings		Task 5.2: Real estate prices. Construction costs. No of employees. Produced square meter

Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
		# Transactions: 109,344
# Companies: 163
# Employees: 5,435		# Transactions: 104,254
# Companies: 153
# Employees: 5,103		# Transactions: 64,676
# Companies: 94
# Employees: 3,169		Task 5.2: Economic growth. Urbanisation. Interest rates. Value of alternative investments. Public investments. Energy-efficient initiatives. Future climatic events (climate change also presents an opportunity for the sector)

Task 5.9: Urbanisation, green cities				Task 5.2: Temperature rise, Increased precipitation, increased wind, rising sea level, extreme and unpredictable precipitation

Task 5.9: air pollution challenge, higher temperature		Task 5.2: Flooding, Storms
Fire, heat waves
Change in seasons (length, time), 
Sea level rise		Task 5.2: Moisture during construction impact building quality, health hazards to employees, length of building season, number of days suitable for construction activities, lack of supply of materials, more expensive building materials
Uncertainty on delays and impact on planning/capacity/pipeline of projects.
Irregular demand - impact on workforce.

Task 5.9: Materials, Health				Sales: 713.4
Imports: 212.3
Exports: 179.2
Growth: 9.5%		Sales: 670.1
Imports: 199.6
Exports: 168.4
Growth: 9.0%		Sales: 415.5
Imports: 121.9
Exports: 105.1
Growth: 8.2%		Task 5.2: Short-term management of building site, Impact & risk assessments, Expected performance of adaptation measures

Task 5.9: Pre planning of buildings, consulting, awareness rising		Task 5.2: Weekly and seasonal weather forecast, long-term climate services in support of adaptation and resilience planning measures

Task 5.9: weekly and daily measured data		Climate Advisory (25%)
Data Management (5%)
Measurement (10%)
Modelling (6%) 
Operation (4%) 
Other consulting (33%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (12%)
Publication (3%)		Task 5.2: Calculations of durability and performance of new materials or solutions such as SUDS, long term building site management, better supply chain management, Socio-economic impact calculations of climate adaptation measures

Task 5.9: Calculation of long-term cost reduction, consultancy which material would be best		Task 5.2: Material performance studies under changing weather conditions, vulnerability analysis of supply chain 

Task 5.9: Material performance studies under changing weather conditions		Task 5.2: Changes in building codes or other regulatory demands, increased demand for climate-proof buildings, other incentives for climate adaptation or mitigation. Insurance, climate risk assessment, increased climatic events

Task 5.9: Changes in the demand of citizens and cities like infrastructure and health awareness, energy reduction for a green lifestyle

												Construction										# Transactions: 37,304
# Companies: 55
# Employees: 1,789																		Sales: 235.6
Imports: 71.9
Exports: 58.5
Growth: 8.0%

												Large Developments										# Transactions: 2,274
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 145																		Sales: 19.1
Imports: 5.7
Exports: 4.9
Growth: 10.8%

										Civil Engineering Sector Not Elsewhere Classified		Location Planning for Large Establishments				Task 5.9: Construction costs, energy certification needed

Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)				# Transactions: 5,091
# Companies: 10
# Employees: 331		# Transactions: 5,091
# Companies: 10
# Employees: 331																Sales: 43.3
Imports: 12.7
Exports: 10.9
Growth: 10.8%		Sales: 43.3
Imports: 12.7
Exports: 10.9
Growth: 10.8%						Climate Advisory (24%)
Data Management (11%)
Measurement (5%)
Modelling (11%) 
Operation (19%) 
Other consulting (24%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (13%)
Publication (5%)



						G. Wholesale and retail trade				Retailing & Wholesale		Large Multi Site Retailers		Infrastructure
Equipment
Processes
Material movement & handling
Value chain disruption		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
		# Transactions: 26,223
# Companies: 24
# Employees: 794		# Transactions: 25,261
# Companies: 23
# Employees: 767		# Transactions: 5,725
# Companies: 5
# Employees: 166		New regulation
Demand 												Sales: 103.4
Imports: 30.7
Exports: 25.3
Growth: 8.6%		Sales: 99.9
Imports: 29.8
Exports: 24.5
Growth: 8.6%		Sales: 21.5
Imports: 6.5
Exports: 5.5
Growth: 8.0%						Climate Advisory Services (30%)
Data Management (6%)
Measurement  (10%)
Modelling ( 13%) 
Operation (11%) 
Other consulting (11%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (12%)
Publication (6%)

												Large Wholesale Corporates										# Transactions: 4,665
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 138																		Sales: 18.0
Imports: 5.5
Exports: 4.5
Growth: 7.8%

												Locational Planning for Large Establishments										# Transactions: 2,049
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 125																		Sales: 16.5
Imports: 4.9
Exports: 4.2
Growth: 11.1%

												Merchandising										# Transactions: 2,912
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 81																		Sales: 10.6
Imports: 3.2
Exports: 2.4
Growth: 8.0%

												Retailing										# Transactions: 9,909
# Companies: 8
# Employees: 256																		Sales: 33.2
Imports: 9.8
Exports: 8.0
Growth: 8.0%

										Research and Development		Commercial R&D								# Transactions: 963
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 27		# Transactions: 963
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 27																Sales: 3.9
Imports: 0.9
Exports: 0.8
Growth: 8.8%		Sales: 3.9
Imports: 0.9
Exports: 0.8
Growth: 8.8%						Publication (100%)



						H. Transportation and storage		Task 5.10: Tourism: the Alpine winter sports tourism sectD25:J25or in Austria						Operation of ski and cable lifts (H 49.39)		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Skier days (no.)
 Production value (€)		N/A		N/A		N/A		Economic growth. General leisure trends. Ski lift ticket prices. Demographic changes. Costs (e.g. key inputs such as energy, water etc.). Exchange rates. Snow conditions.				Snowfall. Temperature. Wind storms.		Lack of natural snow. Lack of conditions suitable for snowmaking (too high temperatures, too high humidity).		Loss of skier days. Increased snowmaking needs and costs.				N/A		N/A		N/A		Workforce planning. Strategic investment decisions.		Weather forecasts. Snow cover forecasts (natural and technical snow). Skier day forecasts (weather-based). Economic assessments of CC impacts and investment options.				Snow management.		More precise weekly to seasonal forecasts on meteorological conditions, snow cover and skier days.		Risk awareness. Warm/snow-scarce seasons. Incentives for adaptation/mitigation (e.g. funding schemes). Demonstrated added value of CS. 

										Logistics		Airline Operators		Transport of people, goods and services		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Transport employment
Expenditure in the transport of goods and services 		# Transactions: 62,089
# Companies: 80
# Employees: 2,637		# Transactions: 36,662
# Companies: 58
# Employees: 1,934		# Transactions: 4,193
# Companies: 6
# Employees: 204		Overall economic development 
Energy and transportation costs				Precipitations
Temperature
Sea level
Wind				Increase the problems of rail buckling
Pavement deterioration
Damage of  costal infrastructure and services
Delays and interruptions for all types of transport 				Sales: 344.2
Imports: 103.1
Exports: 84.9
Growth: 8.2%		Sales: 252.0
Imports: 75.7
Exports: 63.1
Growth: 8.2%		Sales: 26.3
Imports: 7.6
Exports: 6.8
Growth: 8.0%						Climate Advisory (30%)
Data Management (4%)
Measurement (9%)
Modelling (14%) 
Operation (7%) 
Other consulting (18%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (6%)
Publication (12%)

												Distribution and Logistics Management										# Transactions: 4,461
# Companies: 6
# Employees: 204																		Sales: 28.6 
Imports: 8.5
Exports: 7.1
Growth: 8.0%

												Freight Forwarders										# Transactions: 649
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 42																		Sales: 5.5
Imports: 1.6
Exports: 1.3
Growth: 8.2%

												Freight Transport by Air										# Transactions: 1,091
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 61																		Sales: 7.8
Imports: 2.3
Exports: 1.9
Growth: 8.0%

												Freight Transport by Land										# Transactions: 1,377
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 75																		Sales: 9.6
Imports: 2.9
Exports: 2.3
Growth: 8.0%

												Freight Transport by Rail										# Transactions: 1,118
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 64																		Sales: 8.2
Imports: 2.5
Exports: 2.0
Growth: 8.1%

												Freight Transport by Sea										# Transactions: 2,076
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 109																		Sales: 14.3
Imports: 4.4
Exports: 3.6
Growth: 7.9%

												Large Goods and Vehicle Storage										# Transactions: 3,219
# Companies: 5
# Employees: 150																		Sales: 19.8
Imports: 6.1
Exports: 4.7
Growth: 7.9%

												Large Mail Delivery Corporations										# Transactions: 2,753
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 104																		Sales: 18.2
Imports: 5.3
Exports: 4.5
Growth: 8.1%

												Mailing/Packaging Houses (e.g. Direct Marketing Services)										# Transactions: 578
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 37																		Sales: 4.9
Imports: 1.5
Exports: 1.2
Growth: 8.0%

												Operations Planning										# Transactions: 3,115
# Companies: 6
# Employees: 207																		Sales: 27.0
Imports: 8.1
Exports: 6.6
Growth: 10.6%

												Passenger Transportation by Air										# Transactions: 2,178
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 100																		Sales: 13.1
Imports: 3.9
Exports: 3.6
Growth: 8.1%

												Passenger Transportation by Land										# Transactions: 1,574
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 81																		Sales: 10.6
Imports: 3.1
Exports: 2.6
Growth: 8.0%

												Passenger Transportation by Sea										# Transactions: 618
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 37																		Sales: 4.8
Imports: 1.5
Exports: 1.2
Growth: 8.1%

												Rail Operators										# Transactions: 5,802
# Companies: 9
# Employees: 302																		Sales: 39.6
Imports: 12.5
Exports: 10.2
Growth: 8.1%

												Shipping Line Operators										# Transactions: 1,860
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 105																		Sales: 13.6
Imports: 4.1
Exports: 3.3
Growth: 8.0%

										Operational Services		Airport Servicing and Operations				Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
				# Transactions: 25,428
# Companies: 21
# Employees: 703		# Transactions: 25,428
# Companies: 21
# Employees: 703																Sales: 92.3
Imports: 27.4
Exports: 21.8
Growth: 8.0%		Sales: 92.3
Imports: 27.4
Exports: 21.8
Growth: 8.0%				Vulnerability analysis
Weather foresight
Climate prognosis
Operations planning and management 		Climate Advisory (15%)
Data Management (4%)
Measurement (16%)
Modelling (6%) 
Operation (9%) 
Other consulting (30%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (8%)
Publication (11%)						Reductions in accidents, fuel costs, and delays, increased safety for travellers and more efficient resource allocation for maintenance activities 

						I.  Accommodation and food service		Task 5.10: Tourism: the Alpine winter sports tourism sector in Austria		Hospitality		Hotels and Catering		Provision of accommodation (related to Alpine winter sports tourism)

Provision of catering (related to Alpine winter sports tourism)

Decline of mountain tourism due to reduction of snow in lower altitudes 

Food & drinks production 
Supply chain
Infrastructure and distribution
Workforce stability		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Overnight stays (no.)
Production value (€).

Guests (no.)
Number of meals (no.)
Number of drinks (no.)
Hotel rooms

		# Transactions: 71,366
# Companies: 124
# Employees: 4,066		# Transactions: 33,502
# Companies: 61
# Employees: 1,971		# Transactions: 25,097
# Companies: 46
# Employees: 1,451		Economic growth. General leisure trends. Prices. Costs (e.g. key inputs such as energy, water, food etc.). Exchange rates. Demographic changes. Snow conditions.

Population growth				Snowfall. Temperature. Wind storms.		Lack of natural snow. Lack of conditions suitable for snowmaking (too high temperatures, too high humidity).

Water scarcity		Loss of overnight stays.

Loss of guests.

Decline of tourism.				Sales: 532.0
Imports: 163.2
Exports: 133.2
Growth: 8.5%		Sales: 257.4
Imports: 80.7
Exports: 65.8
Growth: 8.8%		Sales: 188.9
Imports: 60.5
Exports: 48.3
Growth: 7.8%		Workforce planning. Ordering processes. Strategic investment decisions.		Weather forecasts. Snow cover forecasts (natural and technical snow). Skier day forecasts (weather-based). Economic assessments of CC impacts and investment options.		Climate Advisory (8%)
Data Management (8%)
Measurement (14%)
Modelling (8%) 
Operation (10%) 
Other consulting (24%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (16%)
Publication (12%)		Weekly to seasonal workforce planning.

Snow management		More precise weekly to seasonal forecasts on meteorological conditions, snow cover and consumptions, overnight stays and skier days.		Risk awareness. Warm/snow-scarce seasons. Incentives for adaptation/mitigation (e.g. funding schemes). Demonstrated added value of CS. 

												Location Planning for Large Establishments										# Transactions: 2,797
# Companies: 5
# Employees: 173																		Sales: 22.7
Imports: 6.7
Exports: 5.8
Growth: 10.5%

												Restaurant										# Transactions: 5,607
# Companies: 10
# Employees: 346																		Sales: 45.8
Imports: 13.5
Exports: 11.8
Growth: 8.0%

										Food & Drink		Food ('Fast')								# Transactions: 37,864
# Companies: 62
# Employees: 2,096		# Transactions: 721
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 49																Sales: 274.5
Imports: 82.5
Exports: 67.4
Growth: 8.4%		Sales: 6.4
Imports: 1.9
Exports: 1.6
Growth: 8.0%						Climate Advisory (28%)
Data Management (6%)
Measurement (7%)
Modelling (13%) 
Operation (9%) 
Other consulting (17%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (11%)
Publication (8%)

												Food (Generic - but not Production or Catering)										# Transactions: 389
# Companies: 1
# Employees: 26																		Sales: 3.3
Imports: 0.9
Exports: 0.9
Growth: 8.0%

												Food and Beverage Supply Servicing										# Transactions: 991
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 66																		Sales: 8.7
Imports: 2.5
Exports: 2.1
Growth: 8.0%

												Food Production (Batch Production)										# Transactions: 8,351
# Companies: 13
# Employees: 459																		Sales: 60.0
Imports: 18.5
Exports: 14.7
Growth: 8.1%

												Food Production (In-Line Process Manufacture)										# Transactions: 17,928
# Companies: 29
# Employees: 979																		Sales: 128.3
Imports: 39.3
Exports: 31.0
Growth: 8.1%

												Food Production (Manufacturing Assembly)										# Transactions: 8,087
# Companies: 13
# Employees: 433																		Sales: 56.8
Imports: 16.0
Exports: 14.4
Growth: 8.0%

												Processing and Manufacturing Operations Bases										# Transactions: 1,397
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 84																		Sales: 10.9
Imports: 3.4
Exports: 2.7
Growth: 10.5%

						J. Information and Communication				Communications 		Communications 		Climate change events pose high risks to communications infrastructure and equipment, impeding maintenance and repair responsiveness 		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
		# Transactions: 105,513
# Companies: 167
# Employees: 5,403		# Transactions: 36,257
# Companies: 42
# Employees: 1,332		# Transactions: 13,513
# Companies: 15
# Employees: 469		Demand growth 
Increasing need to assess climate-related site and assets risks
Increasing need to minimize business disruption and network damage 						Infrastructure damage 						Sales: 708.5
Imports: 208.8
Exports: 178.2
Growth: 8.5%		Sales: 174.4
Imports: 53.8
Exports: 42.9
Growth: 8.6%		Sales: 61.1
Imports: 18.3
Exports: 15.6
Growth: 8.1%		Communications products and services that allow business continuity and recovery in the event of power outages and severe weather conditions 		Measurement 		Climate Advisory (16%)
Data Management (9%)
Measurement (7%)
Modelling (11%) 
Operation (8%) 
Other consulting (26%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (11%)
Publication (12%)						The sector is expected to continue its efforts to maintain a high level of resilience, service availability and quality. 

												Communications Infrastructure										# Transactions: 1,152
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 75																		Sales: 9.7
Imports: 2.8
Exports: 2.3
Growth: 9.9%

												Telecoms										# Transactions: 21,592
# Companies: 24
# Employees: 788																		Sales: 103.6
Imports: 32.7
Exports: 24.9
Growth: 8.0%

										News, Publishing & Journalism		Location Planning for Large Establishments								# Transactions: 66,116
# Companies: 123
# Employees: 3,978		# Transactions: 2,578
# Companies: 5
# Employees: 170																Sales: 522.2
Imports: 151.5
Exports: 132.4
Growth: 8.6%		Sales: 22.2
Imports: 6.8
Exports: 5.9
Growth: 10.3%

												Multi Media and Broadcasting Sector										# Transactions: 35,073
# Companies: 63
# Employees: 2,014																		Sales: 264.8
Imports: 77.3
Exports: 68.7
Growth: 8.0%						Climate Advisory (26%)
Data Management (7%)
Measurement (8%)
Modelling (10%) 
Operation (3%) 
Other consulting (34%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (9%)
Publication (3%)

												News Papers and Periodicals										# Transactions: 21,060
# Companies: 42
# Employees: 1,335																		Sales: 176.0
Imports: 49.0
Exports: 42.6
Growth: 8.0%

												Other Publications										# Transactions: 7,404
# Companies: 13
# Employees: 459																		Sales: 59.2
Imports: 18.4
Exports: 15.2
Growth: 8.0%

										Operational Services		Call Centre (Telephone)								# Transactions: 3,140
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 92		# Transactions: 3,140
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 92																Sales: 11.9
Imports: 3.5
Exports: 2.9
Growth: 8.0%		Sales: 11.9
Imports: 3.5
Exports: 2.9
Growth: 8.0%						Climate Advisory (14%)
Data Management (6%)
Measurement (7%)
Modelling (8%) 
Operation (11%) 
Other consulting (39%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (6%)
Publication (8%)

						K. Financial and insurance activities				Legal & Financial 		Accountancy		Investment that are not in line with a low-carbon economy run the risk of becoming "stranded assets"
Climate change can negatively affect both the affordability and the availability of insurance
		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Investment
Green investment 		# Transactions: 143,195
# Companies: 124
# Employees: 4,082		# Transactions: 143,195
# Companies: 124
# Employees: 4,082		# Transactions: 2,991
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 89		Increase in economical losses due to climate change
Emergence of new products in the market				Precipitation
Water volume in rivers 
Wind speed		
Floods
Droughts
Crop failure
Wind storms
		Economical loss: climate-related hazards currently cause USD 100 billion in damage each year				Sales: 533.1
Imports: 162.1
Exports: 132.2
Growth: 8.2%		Sales: 533.1
Imports: 162.1
Exports: 132.2
Growth: 8.2%		Sales: 11.7
Imports: 3.5
Exports: 2.8
Growth: 8.0%		Business continuity
Investment risk assessment 

Whole Sector Figures:

• Accountancy = €44.0 million 
• Banking = €195.3 million 
• Building Society (Savings, Mutual Credit Assoc's) = €114.7 million 
• Credit Card Operations = €69.4 million 
• Financial Investments = €132.9 million 
• Futures Analysts = €314.7 million 
• Insurance = €295.4 million
• Law = €47 million 
• Other Financial Services = €174.2 million 
• Pension Funds = €51.6 million 
• Re Insurance = €426.3 million
				Climate Advisory (24%)
Data Management (6%)
Measurement (12%)
Modelling (14%) 
Operation (12%) 
Other consulting (19%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (9%)
Publication (4%)

												Banking										# Transactions: 15,175
# Companies: 13
# Employees: 423																		Sales: 55.4
Imports: 16.9
Exports: 13.5
Growth: 8.0%

												Building Society (Saving, Mutual Credit Associations)										# Transactions: 8,334
# Companies: 7
# Employees: 244																		Sales: 31.9
Imports: 9.1
Exports: 8.1
Growth: 7.9%

												Credit Card Operations										# Transactions: 4,859
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 137																		Sales: 18.0
Imports: 5.4
Exports: 4.5
Growth: 8.0%

												Financial Investments										# Transactions: 9,352
# Companies: 8
# Employees: 260																		Sales: 33.9
Imports: 10.0
Exports: 8.6
Growth: 7.9%

												Futures Analysts										# Transactions: 24,763
# Companies: 20
# Employees: 628																		Sales: 82.7
Imports: 26.4
Exports: 20.7
Growth: 7.9%

												Insurance										# Transactions: 22,433
# Companies: 19
# Employees: 644																		Sales: 83.1
Imports: 25.2
Exports: 21.2
Growth: 8.0%

												Law										# Transactions: 3,218
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 97																		Sales: 12.5
Imports: 3.6
Exports: 2.9
Growth: 7.9%

												Other Financial Services										# Transactions: 13,290
# Companies: 12
# Employees: 382																		Sales: 49.9
Imports: 15.2
Exports: 12.8
Growth: 8.0%

												Pension Funds										# Transactions: 3,577
# Companies: 3
# Employees: 108																		Sales: 14.1 
Imports: 4.2
Exports: 3.4
Growth: 8.0%

												Re Insurance										# Transactions: 32,706
# Companies: 27
# Employees: 908																		Sales: 118.7
Imports: 36.2
Exports: 28.5
Growth: 7.9%

												Risk Mitigation Services										# Transactions: 2,496
# Companies: 5
# Employees: 162																		Sales: 21.2
Imports: 6.5
Exports: 5.1
Growth: 10.8%



						L. Real estate activities		Task 5.2: Real estate/construction: early planning and design phases and policy development in Copenhagen.						Buying and selling of real estate, management of real estate, investments in real estate 		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Real estate prices
Rental prices
No of sold units.		N/A		N/A		N/A		Economic growth. Urbanisation. Interest rates. Value of alternative investments.				Temperature rise, Increased precipitation, increased wind, rising sea levels		Flooding, fires, storms, heat waves 		Deterioration of real estate due to damages, reduced life-span of real estate, changing settlement patterns, decreased value of vulnerable buildings. 
Liability, loss of quality of life.
Loss of value of rental markets.				N/A		N/A		N/A		Rough overview of risks		https://www.dingeo.dk/ - public available		N/A		Portfolio management, regulation of pricing structures reflecting future climate change		Vulnerability assessment		Incentives for mitigation and adaptation, change in regulations on disclosure during trading of real estate (building performance and vulnerability). 
Change in awareness and demand from purchasers.
Showing value increase from climate adaptation.



						M. Professional, scientific and technical activities		Task 5.2: Real estate/construction: early planning and design phases and policy development in Copenhagen.						Architectural and engineering activities in relation to building design		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
No of tenders
Total amount of construction		N/A		N/A		N/A		Economic growth. Urbanisation. Interest rates. Value of alternative investments.				Temperature rise, Increased precipitation, increased wind, rising sea levels		Flooding, fires, storms, heat waves 		Deterioration of existing structures, increased vulnerability of new construction projects, services not compatible with demand caused by a changing climate				N/A		N/A		N/A		Hydrological modelling, dimensioning of water management need, vulnerability assessment of building site		Vulnerability assessment, cost-benefit calculations 		N/A		Calculations of durability and performance of new materials or solutions such as SUDS (Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems). 
Management structures.		More precise water flow models, faster and easier to use, coupling of climate information into existing tools, coupling of climate information with local information - i.e. sewage system, drainage capacity etc. 
Chain-analysis to place responsibilities - Financial modelling. 		Changes in building codes or other regulatory demands, increased demand for climate proof buildings, other incentives for climate adaptation or mitigation.
Chain in management structures (silo thinking). 


								Task 5.4: Legal Services. Overview of the current demand and the potential market for climate services in the legal services sector.						N/A		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
  
Production value (l)
Productivity 
No. legal professionals 'climate-accredited'


CO2 emissions: By the year 2030, biotechnology processes and products have the potential to reduce CO2 emissions yearly from 1.0-2.5 billion tons

Innovation 
Patents
New technologies 		N/A		N/A		N/A		- Evolution of legal precedents and application of common law to climate-related issues

-New legislation and regulation

- Client demand

- Climate-related litigation (across all  areas of law)

- Legal services increasing incorporating climate-related advice

Climate change increasing the needs of resistant crops and insect-resistant and herbicide-tolerant crops

Investment
Climate mitigation				N/A		N/A		N/A				N/A		N/A				Attribution / causality evidence

- Actuarial services

- Expert testimony		- Climate change consultancy (environmental consultancies)

- Academic resources and legal repositories (legislation/litigation databases)

- Climate change consultancy ('Big 4' accountancy firms)

		N/A		-Climate disclosure evaluation

- Climate-related due diligence

- Climate risk standards (accreditation/certification)

- Impact attribution and causality evidence (at highest possible resolution, rapid response)

- Identification of available practice-area specific climate services

- Improved and rapid-response attribution / causality evidence (considerable resolution deficit in available services)		- Climate services database / shop-window

- High-resolution, multi-parameter, multi-scenario climate impact models (sector-specific)

- Capacity building / professional accreditation

- Climate services tailored to legal sector needs re. legal standards of proof, narrative-style, information resolution

- Further development of metrics (e.g. social cost of carbon)		- Shift of climate change from ESG issue to material financial issue

- Requirement for disclosure e.g.Y42 climate-related risks

- Development, sophistication, and clarity of climate-related legal frameworks and Directors', trustees' and other professionals' duties re. climate change

- Clients' recognition of (and action on) climate-related risks

- Disputes (e.g. misleading disclosure, loss of income)

										Business services		Consultancy (General)		GDP: The business services sector accounts for 11% of Europe's GDP		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
		# Transactions: 65,640
# Companies: 51
# Employees: 1,661		# Transactions: 35,588
# Companies: 24
# Employees: 763		# Transactions: 29,308
# Companies: 19
# Employees: 622		Business services demand is driven by “the level of business spending, which is determined by the health of the overall economy”												Sales: 217.8
Imports: 65.0
Exports: 54.6
Growth: 8.0%		Sales: 99.4
Imports: 29.3
Exports: 25.0
Growth: 8.0%		Sales: 81.1
Imports: 23.9
Exports: 20.5
Growth: 8.0%		Advertising
Advertising and marketing
Consultancy
Other professional business services 				Climate Advisory (14%)
Data Management (8%)
Measurement (16%)
Modelling (13%) 
Operation (6%) 
Other consulting (20%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (12%)
Publication (13%)

												Other Professional Business Services										# Transactions: 6,279
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 140																		Sales: 18.4
Imports: 5.4
Exports: 4.6
Growth: 8.0%

										Operational Services		High-Tech Based Services (Emergent)								# Transactions: 15,632
# Companies: 13
# Employees: 433		# Transactions: 15,632
# Companies: 13
# Employees: 433																Sales: 57.8
Imports: 16.9
Exports: 14.7
Growth: 8.1%		Sales: 57.8
Imports: 16.9
Exports: 14.7
Growth: 8.1%						Climate Advisory (16%)
Data Management (6%)
Measurement (12%)
Modelling (5%) 
Operation (11%) 
Other consulting (35%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (5%)
Publication (9%)

										Research & Development 		Commercial R&D								# Transactions: 14,421
# Companies: 14
# Employees: 465		# Transactions: 14,421
# Companies: 14
# Employees: 465																Sales: 60.6
Imports: 18.7
Exports: 14.8
Growth: 8.0%		Sales: 60.6
Imports: 18.7
Exports: 14.8
Growth: 8.0%						Climate Advisory (28%)
Data Management (6%)
Measurement (8%)
Modelling (10%) 
Operation (10%) 
Other consulting (24%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (7%)
Publication (7%)



						N. Administrative and support service activities		Task 5.2: Real estate/construction: early planning and design phases and policy development in Copenhagen.						Facility management services 		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Total amount of construction
Number of service contracts 		N/A		N/A		N/A						Temperature rise, Increased precipitation, increased wind, rising sea levels		Flooding, fires, storms, heat waves 		Increased need of maintenance, damage to structures, re-housing of residents, services not compatible with demand caused by a changing climate				N/A		N/A		N/A		indoor climate regulation, long term planning		Weather forecast with automatic adjustment of heating, vulnerability assessment 		N/A		Climate change aware planning of maintenance activities, 		Long term forecast of local impact on specific buildings, translation of climate change factors to local impact, coupling of weather events and climate change with building performance		changes to building performance requirements.
Downscaling of data.
Training.



						O. Public administration and defence				Defence 		Contractors for Defence Projects		Awareness
Capacity building
Adaptation of public infrastructure		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Defence expenditure		# Transactions: 183,279
# Companies: 166
# Employees: 5,520		# Transactions: 45,845
# Companies: 33
# Employees: 1,109		# Transactions: 27,007
# Companies: 19
# Employees: 615		Climate change is likely to act as a threat multiplier:
Conflicts
Water and other resources scarcity
Migration
Therefore, it poses increasing risks to peace and security.   				Precipitation
Sea level		Sea-level rise, storm, flooding		Military forces are likely to have their facilities and infrastructure affected by climate change impacts. 				Sales: 717.8
Imports: 213.2
Exports: 180.3
Growth: 9.0%		Sales: 144.0
Imports: 44.0
Exports: 36.9
Growth: 9.3%		Sales: 79.7
Imports: 24.9
Exports: 20.3
Growth: 7.9%						Climate Advisory (29%)
Data Management (8%)
Measurement (10%)
Modelling (14%) 
Operation (9%) 
Other consulting (13%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (9%)
Publication (9%)						Policies and regulation 
Norms and behaviour change towards climate change

												Operations Base Development and Planning										# Transactions: 2,004
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 126																		Sales: 16.3
Imports: 4.8
Exports: 4.0
Growth: 12.1%

												Other Defence Service Providers										# Transactions: 16,835
# Companies: 10
# Employees: 369																		Sales: 48.1
Imports: 14.3
Exports: 12.5
Growth: 7.9%

										Public & Charitable Bodies		Charitable Bodies				Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Public expenditure
Expenditure of charitable bodies				# Transactions: 137,434
# Companies: 133
# Employees: 4,411		# Transactions: 4,210
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 136		Growing attention given to climate change adaptation among policymakers
Growing role of NGOs as an intermediary of climate services 						Sea-level rise, storm, flooding, costal inundation 								Sales: 573.8
Imports: 169.3
Exports: 143.4
Growth: 8.8%		Sales: 17.7
Imports: 5.3
Exports: 4.5
Growth: 8.0%						Climate Advisory (26%)
Data Management (6%)
Measurement (12%)
Modelling (13%) 
Operation (7%) 
Other consulting (11%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (16%)
Publication (10%)

												Local Government										# Transactions: 87,637
# Companies: 78
# Employees: 2,613																		Sales: 339.0
Imports: 99.8
Exports: 85.1
Growth: 8.1%

												Location Planning for Large Establishments										# Transactions: 8,312
# Companies: 16
# Employees: 534																		Sales: 69.4
Imports: 20.7
Exports: 17.3
Growth: 11.0%

												Public Services										# Transactions: 37,275
# Companies: 34
# Employees: 1,128																		Sales: 147.8
Imports: 43.5
Exports: 36.5
Growth: 8.0%



						P. Education				Education & training		Large Private Educational Establishments				Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Number of courses on climate change, number of students and value of market		# Transactions: 24,475
# Companies: 28
# Employees: 906		# Transactions: 24,475
# Companies: 28
# Employees: 906		# Transactions: 11,735
# Companies: 10
# Employees: 326		Reducing the barriers to using climate services would enable stronger benefits, such as building the capacity for more training programmes, which could then enable decisionmakers to respond appropriately to climate-related events.												Sales: 118.3
Imports: 35.9
Exports: 29.5
Growth: 8.5%		Sales: 118.3
Imports: 35.9
Exports: 29.5
Growth: 8.5%		Sales: 42.6
Imports: 12.9
Exports: 10.8
Growth: 8.1%						Climate Advisory (21%)
Data Management (7%)
Measurement (7%)
Modelling (11%) 
Operation (10%) 
Other consulting (20%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (13%)
Publication (11%)		• Large Private Educational Establishments
• Public Sector Education
• Training Services 


												Public Sector Education										# Transactions: 4,714
# Companies: 4
# Employees: 135																		Sales: 17.8
Imports: 5.3
Exports: 4.5
Growth: 7.9%

												Specialist Training for Climate Services										# Transactions: 6,072
# Companies: 12
# Employees: 384																		Sales: 49.9
Imports: 15.3
Exports: 12.3
Growth: 10.3%

												Training Services										# Transactions: 1,954
# Companies: 2
# Employees: 61																		Sales: 7.9
Imports: 2.4
Exports: 2.0
Growth: 7.8%



						Q. Human Health				Healthcare & Hospitals 		Health Care		Healthcare facilities and infrastructure
Health emergencies

Performance and management of healthcare systems and services		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
Expenditure  (private & public)
		# Transactions: 57,216
# Companies: 61
# Employees: 1,998		# Transactions: 57,216
# Companies: 61
# Employees: 1,998		# Transactions: 20,796
# Companies: 22
# Employees: 677		Climate change
Regulation
Demand 				Precipitations
Temperature
		Floods, fire, cyclones, dust storms, wind storms
Extreme weather events 		No water or food access
Lack of provisions
New disease threats 				Sales: 260.4
Imports: 77.0
Exports: 64.2
Growth: 9.0%		Sales: 260.4
Imports: 77.0
Exports: 64.2
Growth: 9.0%		Sales: 89.1
Imports: 26.3
Exports: 21.9
Growth: 8.1%		Disease control strategies
Optimization of resources
				Climate Advisory (13%)
Data Management (8%)
Measurement (11%)
Modelling (11%) 
Operation (9%) 
Other consulting (23%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (14%)
Publication (12%)						Utilizing new technologies to push climate services forward

Improved data collection, management, and visualization techniques

Information transferred in real-time 

Customized climate services

Global networks for cooperation


												Hospitals										# Transactions: 28,238
# Companies: 28
# Employees: 969																		Sales: 125.3
Imports: 37.0
Exports: 30.7
Growth: 7.9%

												Locational and Operational Management										# Transactions: 2,451
# Companies: 5
# Employees: 155																		Sales: 20.2
Imports: 5.9
Exports: 5.0
Growth: 12.0%

												Medical Clinics										# Transactions: 5,732
# Companies: 6
# Employees: 197																		Sales: 25.8
Imports: 7.9
Exports: 6.6
Growth: 8.0%



						R. Arts, entertainment and recreation		Task 5.10: Tourism: the Alpine winter sports tourism sector in Austria		Leisure & Tourism		Leisure/Lifestyle		Operation of ski hills (R 93.29)		Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
see H 49.39		# Transactions: 29,134
# Companies: 55
# Employees: 1,769		# Transactions: 29,134
# Companies: 55
# Employees: 1,769		# Transactions: 4,099
# Companies: 8
# Employees: 250		see H 49.39				see H 49.39		see H 49.39		see H 49.39				Sales: 230.4
Imports: 66.9
Exports: 57.1
Growth: 8.8%		Sales: 230.4
Imports: 66.9
Exports: 57.1
Growth: 8.8%		Sales: 32.4
Imports: 9.5
Exports: 7.9
Growth: 7.9%		see H 49.39		see H 49.39		Climate Advisory (25%)
Data Management (7%)
Measurement (9%)
Modelling (8%) 
Operation (5%) 
Other consulting (25%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (12%)
Publication (8%)		see H 49.39		see H 49.39		see H 49.39

												Location Planning for Large Establishments										# Transactions: 2,853
# Companies: 5
# Employees: 179																		Sales: 23.0
Imports: 6.9
Exports: 5.7
Growth: 11.1%

												Operation of Leisure Facilities										# Transactions: 13,540
# Companies: 26
# Employees: 833																		Sales: 109.8
Imports: 31.3
Exports: 26.7
Growth: 8.0%

												Tourism										# Transactions: 8,642
# Companies: 16
# Employees: 508																		Sales: 65.2
Imports: 19.3
Exports: 16.8
Growth: 8.0%



						S. Other service activities				Not Elsewhere Classified		Locational Planning for Large Establishments				Contribution to GDP
Employees (no.)
Enterprises (no.)
		# Transactions: 23,078
# Companies: 26
# Employees: 868		# Transactions: 6,557
# Companies: 12
# Employees: 406		# Transactions: 6,557
# Companies: 12
# Employees: 406						Precipitations
Temperature		Storms
Floods
Extreme temperature		Disruption of operations 
System failure				Sales: 114.1
Imports: 34.4
Exports: 28.4
Growth: 9.4%		Sales: 53.1
Imports: 15.9
Exports: 13.3
Growth: 10.8%		Sales: 53.1
Imports: 15.9
Exports: 13.3
Growth: 10.8%						Climate Advisory (24%)
Data Management (11%)
Measurement (5%)
Modelling (11%) 
Operation (19%) 
Other consulting (24%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (12%)
Publication (5%)

										Operational Services		Industrial Services and Servicing								# Transactions: 16,521
# Companies: 14
# Employees: 462		# Transactions: 16,521
# Companies: 14
# Employees: 462																Sales: 61.0
Imports: 18.5
Exports: 15.1
Growth: 8.0%		Sales: 61.0
Imports: 18.5
Exports: 15.1
Growth: 8.0%						Climate Advisory (17%)
Data Management (8%)
Measurement (6%)
Modelling (7%) 
Operation (10%) 
Other consulting (35%)
Processing, Re-analysis & interpretations (7%)
Publication (10%)



						T. Activities of households as employers																														N/A		N/A		N/A



						U. Activities of extraterritorial organisations																														N/A		N/A		N/A
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2 Cross Analysis and Conclusions 

The data coordination table facilitates an overall understanding of the similarities and differences that exist across the climate services market as a whole. 

Taking a look at the information provided, several conclusions can be made regarding the current and potential climate services market, including sources 

of demand and existing gaps.  A cross analysis has been performed for each section of the chart and conclusions drawn.  These will now be discussed, 

broken down by the three main sections of information provided the chart: economic sector activity, climate change impact, and climate services.  

2.1 Economic Sector Activity Cross Analysis 

 

Table 8 provides the cross analysis for the economic sector activity. 

Table 8: Economic Sector Activity Cross Analysis 

Climate-vulnerable economic & 
physical activities 

Economic & physical value Drivers of future scale/value of activities 

• Many climate-vulnerable activities 
are related to the operations and 
costs of sectors (supply chain 
management, infrastructure 
maintenance, etc). Planning 
activities are also at risk in many 
sectors. 

• Access to materials (manufacturing) 
and basic services are at risk (water, 
electricity, healthcare, transport, 
communications) 

• Combined GDP contribution 
is quite large, especially when 
looking at extended GDP 
factors, such as workforce 
stability, employment, the 
number of companies 
operating in a sector, etc. 

• Many of the drivers of activity depend upon 
population/urbanisation factors, as well as economic growth, which 
then determine the demand for food, water, electricity, heating, 
cooling, high-tech products, legal services, pharmaceutical 
products, business services, transport, storage, retail, 
communications, etc. 

• Regulation is a main driver for several sectors (agriculture, forestry 
& fishing; wholesale & retail trade; legal services; pharmaceuticals; 
etc.) 

• Costs of key inputs (water, food, electricity, transport, etc) will 
impact future activities/value.  

• Investments are needed to keep the following sectors strong: 
manufacturing, renewable energy, real estate, R&D. 
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2.2 Economic Sector Activity Conclusions 

Many climate-vulnerable economic and physical activities are related to the operations and costs that inherently lie within the sectors, such as supply chain 

management and infrastructure maintenance. Planning is another major activity that is vulnerable to climate change across many sectors. Furthermore, the 

threat of a loss of access to services—be it water, electricity, healthcare, transport or communications—is often cited as a vulnerable activity. For sectors 

such as manufacturing, it is less about maintaining steady access to services, as it is a steady access to raw materials, which are needed for business 

operations to continue.  

When looking at indicators of activity that express economic and physical value, factors reflecting the health of an economy are important. These include 

workforce stability, employment, and the number of companies operating in a sector. The combined GDP contribution of all the sectors appears to be quite 

large. 

As for the drivers of the future scale and value of the activities listed, these largely depend upon general economic growth and population and urbanisation 

trends. Such trends then influence the demand for items such as food, water, electricity, heating, cooling, high-tech products, legal services, pharmaceutical 

products, business services, transport, storage, retail, communications, etc. Likewise, the cost of inputs also impact the value of future economic activities. 

Regulation is a main driver for several sectors (agriculture, forestry and fishing; wholesale and retail trade; legal services; pharmaceuticals), as is investment, 

which according to table 8 is especially needed for manufacturing, renewable energy, real estate, and R&D.  
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2.3 Climate Change Impact Cross Analysis 

 

Table 9 provides the cross analysis for climate change impact. 

Table 9: Climate Change Impact Cross Analysis 

Climate variables (physical parameters) Climate hazard types (physical 
parameters) 

Climate hazard damage (economic & physical loss indicators) 

• Increased precipitation and 
temperature were cited as 
important variables across many 
sectors. Rising sea levels, solar 
radiation & cloud cover, and wind 
speed & direction also appeared 
frequently. 

• Droughts and floods are 
serious hazards across many 
sectors, as are extreme 
events (e.g., storms of all 
types, fires), and changes in 
general (changes in snowfall, 
season length, water flow, 
etc.). 

• Several sectors mentioned the decline in natural resources (e.g., 
water, forests) or the decline in related outputs (e.g., crops, raw 
building materials). The damage to infrastructure (e.g., pavement, 
real estate) and services (e.g., energy, water, transport, health 
services) were also of concern. 

• Economic damage appears to stem mainly from increased costs, 
although some sectors (tourism, construction) will lose from a loss 
of clients, due to climate change rendering some services no longer 
being compatible or profitable. A loss of social license to operate is 
also a concern for the mining & quarrying sector.  

2.4 Climate Change Impact Conclusions 

Increased precipitation and temperature were commonly cited as climate variables impacting many of the sectors studied. Also appearing frequently were 

the following variables: rising sea levels; solar radiation and cloud cover; and wind speed and direction.  

In terms of climate hazard types, droughts and floods threaten many sectors. Extreme events (including fires and storms of all types), as well as changes in 

general (be it in the snow, season length or water flow), are also listed as impactful for many sectors. 

Climate hazard damage can be broken down into physical loss and economic loss. Damage resulting in physical loss was commonly referenced in terms of a 

decline in natural resources (such as water and forests) or products dependent upon natural resources (such as crops and raw building materials). Damage 
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to infrastructure (e.g., pavement and real estate), as well as damage to services (e.g., energy, water, transport, and health services) were also mentioned 

across the board. Climate hazard damage resulting in economic loss, on the other hand, appears to stem largely from increased costs. However, sectors 

such as tourism and construction will lose from a loss of clients due to climate change rendering some of their services being no longer compatible or 

profitable. For the mining and quarrying sector, it is worth noting that a loss of social license to operate is also a concern. 

2.5 Climate Services Cross Analysis 

 

Table10 provides the cross analysis for climate services. 

Table 10: Climate Services Cross Analysis 

Economic & physical activities 
covered by climate services 

Types of climate services 
used 

Economic & 
physical activities 
not covered by 
climate services 

Type of climate 
services related to 
activities not 
covered  

Drivers of climate services market 

• A main activity covered by 
climate services is planning 
(investment planning, 
project planning, 
infrastructure planning, 
workforce planning, 
resilience planning, 
operations planning, etc.) 

• Climate services for 
strategic investment 
decisions are evident in the 
tourism sector. 

• Risk transfer and 
assessments are used in 

• Daily, weekly and 
seasonal climate services 
appear most linked to 
operational 
management purposes, 
specifically for natural 
resources (agriculture, 
forestry and fishing; 
energy; construction; 
tourism; transport and 
storage). 

• While other sectors are 
no doubt using long-
term climate services for 

• Varies 
depending 
upon the 
sector. 
Everything 
from socio-
economic 
impact 
calculations 
to causality 
evidence are 
not covered.  

• Varies 
depending upon 
the sector, 
including all time 
frames. 
Examples include 
business-
oriented 
services, 
consultancy 
services, and a 
coupling of 
climate events 

• Regulation & disclosure 
requirements—be they local or at an 
EU-level—are a common driver of 
climate services for many sectors 
(mining, energy, water, real estate 
and construction, legal services, 
public administration). 

• Public awareness and perception of 
climate risks—leading to behaviour 
change and an increased demand for 
climate services—is another 
common driver across many sectors 
(water, real estate and construction, 
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sectors such as mining and 
quarrying, construction, and 
financial and insurance.  

• Business continuity and 
recovery services are used 
in the communications and 
financial and insurance 
sectors.  

• Climate services for 
resource optimisation are 
important for the human 
health sector. 

adaptation purposes, the 
construction sector 
seems to have the 
strongest link. 

• Many sectors hire 
climate advisory 
services. The main 
service used by the 
sectors of this study are 
processed data, re-
analysis & 
interpretations.  

with building 
performance. 

• More precise 
services are 
needed for 
renewable 
energy, 
transport and 
storage, tourism, 
and real estate 
sectors. 

tourism, legal services, public 
administration). 

• Increased climate events and 
variability, increased financial 
incentives and/or resource 
allocation, technological 
developments, and the 
demonstrated added value of 
climate services, were all listed as 
important drivers for at least a few 
sectors. 

2.6 Climate Services Conclusions 

Climate services currently cover both economic and physical activities. Planning of all types (investment planning, planning for agricultural purposes, project 

planning, infrastructure planning, workforce planning, resilience planning, operations planning, etc.) appear as an activity covered by climate services across 

the board. Risk transfer and assessments were especially important climate services for sectors such as mining and quarrying, construction, and financial 

and insurance. Other activities covered by climate services were more specific. For example, business continuity and recovery services proved important for 

sectors such as communications and financial and insurance, while strategic investment decisions were cited for tourism-related activities, and resource 

optimisation was listed for the human health sector.  

Many sectors are paying for climate advisory services. The main service used by the sectors of this study are processed data, re-analysis and interpretations. 

Daily, weekly and seasonal climate services appear to be used more frequently for operational management purposes, particularly those related to the 

management of natural resources. Long-term climate services, on the other hand, appear to be more strongly associated with the construction sector, at 

least according to the data coordination table. 

Similarly, the economic and physical activities not covered by climate services vary depending upon the sector. They also point to very-specific needs. For 

example, according to the data coordination chart, socio-economic impact calculations of climate adaptation measures are needed for the construction 
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sector, while impact attribution and causality evidence (with a rapid response and high resolution) are needed for legal services in the professional, 

scientific and technical activities sector.  

A lack of precise climate services appeared most critical for renewable energy, transport, tourism, and real estate activities. Other specific climate services 

that could help fill the gap include business-oriented services for the agriculture, forestry and fishing sector; consultancy services for the mining and 

quarrying sector; and a coupling of climate events with building performance for real estate and construction activities.  

As for the drivers of a climate services market, regulation and disclosure requirements (be they local or at an EU-level) are a driver of climate services across 

many fields. Public awareness and perception of climate risks (leading to behaviour change and an increased demand for climate services) is another major 

driver. Additionally, there are several drivers that seem specific to certain sectors: increased climate events and variability, increased financial incentives 

and/or resource allocation, technological developments, and a demonstrated added value of climate services were just some of the more commonly cited 

drivers to boost the climate services market. 



This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 

programme under grant agreement No 730272. The content in this document reflects only the views of 
the authors. The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the 
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3 Met and unmet needs – experiences from the case studies 

The data coordination table combines MARCO-produced knowledge from work packages 2, 3 and 4 

covering data from the vulnerability assessment, case studies, qualitative analysis of market needs 

and transactional analysis.  

This section covers the results from the nine MARCO case studies examining met and unmet climate 

services demand. The case studies cover several sectors and regions: real estate in Denmark, legal 

services globally, mining in Europe, critical energy infrastructure in Germany, renewable energy in 

the Nordic countries, water & sanitation in Spain, urban infrastructure in Germany, agriculture & 

forestry in France and tourism in Austria. Details in the identified vulnerable activities of the sector, 

activities covered by climate services and activities not yet covered by climate services can be found 

in table 7 (the data coordination table). The case studies draw on the insight from interviews and 

workshops conducted with over hundred stakeholders.  

3.1 Cross-sector met climate service demand 

The nine case studies have reported which activities are currently covered by climate services in the 

sector, and what types of climate services are related to these activities. Table 21, below, 

summarises the range of climate services used across the different sectors. 

 

Table 21: Climate services related to activities covered by climate services as identified in 
case studies 

Types of climate services used 

Education and consultancy Forecasts Other 

Climate advisory Weekly and partly seasonal forecast (indicative) 
Economic assessment of CC impacts and 

investment options 

Climate change consultancy 

(environmental consultancies) 
Climate scenarios and Climate model outputs Cost-benefit calculations 

Vulnerability assessment Weather forecasts Insurance 

Academic resources and legal 

repositories 

Daily/hourly forecasts of consumer demand and 

production of electricity 
 

 Weekly and daily measured data  

 Publicly available simple hydrological models  

  Snow cover forecast (natural and technical)   

  Skier day forecasts (weather-based) 
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It appears that the forecasts used are mostly limited to the very short-term forecasts of weather 

forecasts or models based on historical measured data. Other types of climate services reported 

used by the case studies includes economic assessments, including cost-benefit analysis, and climate 

change consultancy.  

3.2 Cross-sector unmet climate service demand 

Each case study sector has reported activities within the sector, which is not yet covered by climate 

services, and have identified unmet/potential climate services relevant for the activities. The unmet 

demand ranges from more precise and detailed distribution of precipitation on daily level, to 

integration of climate information into existing tools and from financial modelling to capacity 

building (see Table 12:12).  

Table 12: Climate services related to activities not covered by climate services as identified in 
case studies. 

UNMET climate service demand 

Education and consultancy High resolution forecasts Other 

Consultancy 
Accurate forecasted daily distribution of precipitation for 

coming months 
Climate services already used 

Adaptation solutions Accurate seasonal forecasts for precipitation 
Coupling of climate information into existing 

tools 

Applied business oriented services 
More precise/detailed seasonal-decadal hydrological 

models 

Coupling of climate information with local 

information - i.e. sewage system, drainage 

capacity etc. 

Capacity building / professional 

accreditation 

Forecast of type of precipitation during wintertime (rain 

or snow) 
Climate services database / shop-window 

Translation of climate change factors to 

local impact 

More precise weekly to seasonal forecasts on snow cover 

and skier days 
Financial modelling 

Coupling of weather events and climate 

change with building performance 
More reliable information on wind speed Chain-analysis to place responsibilities 

Climate services tailored to legal sector 

needs re. legal standards of proof, 

narrative-style, information resolution 

Material performance studies under changing weather 

conditions 
Vulnerability analysis of supply chain 

  
High-resolution, multi-parameter, multi-scenario climate 

impact models (sector-specific) 
  

  Long term forecast of local impact on specific buildings   

 

The services most in demand are more precise and detailed seasonal to decadal forecasts of weather 

factors (precipitation, cloud cover, temperature and wind). Demand is for forecasts of high quality 

and detail on both the temporal and geographical scale. Furthermore, several sectors identify the 

need for the climate services to be tailored to the sector, e.g. for legal services or real estate.  
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In addition to specific and high quality forecasts, also wider supply chain analyses are demanded, to 

assess the vulnerability further up or down the value chain, but also to place responsibilities. 

Furthermore, training and consultancy services are demanded to ensure capacity building and 

accommodate the need for applied business oriented services. In the real estate sector, this also 

means to couple climate information into existing tools and with local information, leading to a 

mainstreaming of climate services.  

3.3 Gap between met and unmet climate service demand 

Table below shows how the gap between met and unmet climate services are reported by the case 

studies. None of the case studies reported that the sector had all of its activities covered by climate 

services. Legal services shows the highest gap between met and unmet climate services needs 

(Table, Bater, 2018).  

 

Table13: To what extent do climate services meet the needs of sector users? Sectors coloured 
‘red’ indicates poor climate service provision whilst sectors coloured green means needs are 

well addressed (Bater, 2018). 

 

 

The evidence from the MARCO nine case studies point to the direction that the gap between met 

and unmet demand of climate services is in some cases substantial, and that there is a large 

potential to improve climate services supply and uptake. In general, the potential lies in high quality 

(temporarily and geographically) long-term forecast tailor-made for the specific sector needs, higher 

awareness and capacity-building within sectors, and a general mainstreaming of climate information 

into practices.  

 

 

Case study Region Met climate 

services needs

Real Estate Copenhagen

Mining Europe

Legal services UK / Global

Critical Energy Infrastructure Germany

Renewable Energu Denmark

Water & Sanitation Catalunya

Urban Infrastructure Munich

Agriculture & Forestry France

Alpine Winter Ski Tourism Austria
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4 Gaps between the Qualitative and Quantitative Data for Future 
Development 

The Taxonomy for the MARCO project is the current taxonomy.  It is entirely reasonable for the 

taxonomy to remain unchanged for a period of time and there are certain benefits to be gained from 

doing so.  These include the ability to easily measure the market each year and provide industry 

updates from which to track the market and monitor the effects of policy change etc.  On the other 

hand, the Climate Services sector will evolve over time, with more Climate Services activities being 

present in the marketplace.  As such, the taxonomy should be periodically updated to incorporate 

these changes and to keep the taxonomy current.  New taxonomies can usually be retrofit to 

previous years, allowing historical data to be available, for example, the update to the new 

taxonomy in the MARCO project for D2.2 (Howard & Howard, 2018a), two-years of historical data 

was provided.  In this way, updating a taxonomy does not “set the clock to zero” for reporting 

purposes in most cases. 

Real Estate has not had kMatrix data allocated.  Although Location Planning for Large Establishments 

and Locational and Operational Management are within the MARCO taxonomy and spread across 

several industries (e.g. construction and manufacturing), Real Estate itself has not been mapped in 

its entirety.  As such, taking figures from the taxonomy to “bolt together” Real Estate would not be 

truly reflective of the industry.  Future work with the Observatory could include the addition of Real 

estate as an industry.  This would entail moving those activities currently in the MARCO taxonomy 

which could be attributed to Real Estate from their current industrial allocation, to create a new 

industry, with the addition of new activities which are currently unmapped.   

Another area of the taxonomy which, in hindsight, has a gap is within the NACE code for Agriculture, 

Forestry and Fishing.  The industries which make up this NACE code include those for Agriculture and 

Forestry, however Fishing is currently absent.  If MARCO partners deem this area of market to be of 

significance, then this is another area where the taxonomy could be expanded. 

In terms of the qualitative data, the Data Coordination table (Table 7), clearly indicates a lack of 

information for some NACE Codes and Industries (e.g. Manufacturing and Transportation and 

Storage).  This is entirely expected, with the Case Studies covering those areas of the Climate 

Services sector which were agreed by the MARCO partners.  Those 9 case studies are high-quality 

case studies, exploring their target area of the sector.  As such, other areas outside of the case 

studies are “information light”.  The addition of more qualitative information would be an ongoing 

process, to be determined by the Observatory.  
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5 Discussion 

Both the qualitative and quantitative outputs of the MARCO project have been vast, as such, the 

integrated analysis of current and potential market demand in this report presents key findings with 

which to draw conclusions. 

Overall, the findings regarding known and potential demand have highlighted a lack of precise 

climate services appearing critical for renewable energy, transport, tourism, and real estate 

activities. Other specific climate services that could help fill the gap include business-oriented 

services for the agriculture, forestry and fishing sector; consultancy services for the mining and 

quarrying sector; and a coupling of climate events with building performance for real estate and 

construction activities.  

Drivers of the climate services market include regulation and disclosure requirements (be they local 

or at an EU-level) and are key drivers across many fields. Public awareness and perception of climate 

risks (leading to behaviour change and an increased demand for climate services) is another major 

driver. Additionally, there are several drivers that seem specific to certain sectors: increased climate 

events and variability, increased financial incentives and/or resource allocation, technological 

developments, and a demonstrated added value of climate services were just some of the more 

commonly cited drivers to boost the climate services market. 

In terms of future scale and value of the activities listed, drivers largely depend upon general 

economic growth and population and urbanisation trends. Such trends then influence the demand 

for items such as food, water, electricity, heating etc.  Likewise, the cost of inputs also impact the 

value of future economic activities. Regulation is a main driver for several sectors (agriculture, 

forestry and fishing; wholesale and retail trade; legal services; pharmaceuticals), as is investment 

(especially for manufacturing, renewable energy, real estate, and R&D).  

Analysis of met and unmet demand has shown that forecasts are usually limited to short-term 

forecasts of weather forecasts or models based on historical measured data.  Other climate services 

reported included economic assessments, including cost-benefit analysis and climate change 

consultancy activities. 

Services in high demand are mostly precise, detailed seasonal to decadal forecasts of weather.  

Demand is for high-quality, high-detail forecasts both temporal and geographical, with several 

sectors identifying the need for climate services to be tailored to the sector.  Alongside these sector-

specific forecasts, there is demand for wider supply chain analyses, to assess the vulnerability and to 

place responsibilities further up and down the value chain.  Other services including training and 

consultancy for capacity building and applied business-oriented services are also in demand. 

Case studies indicate a substantial gap between met and unmet demand in some cases, with a good 

opportunity to improve climate services supply and intake.  In general, the potential lies in high 
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quality (temporarily and geographically) long-term forecasts tailor-made for the specific sector 

needs, higher awareness and capacity-building within sectors, and a general mainstreaming of 

climate information into practice.  

The quantitative data within the project provides a baseline from which to measure and monitor the 

growth and uptake of climate services going forward.  It also provides information regarding the 

relative size and characteristics within each industry, with which to enhance decision making 

regarding policy, business development within and around the Climate Services sector and for the 

potential Observatory to prioritise product and service offerings. 

Overall, the project has produced high-quality, in-depth data, both qualitative and quantitative, with 

which to provide a comprehensive overview of the market.  This is a good basis from which to launch 

an observatory, the need for which has been highlighted throughout the MARCO project.  The 

Climate Services sector is generally an “information-starved” sector, where accessible data is scarce.  

The project has identified significant gaps between met and unmet demand in some industries (for 

example Legal and Financial), which intervention such as the development of an Observatory could 

help to address.   
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